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exceeding the number of vacancies) are published in the
newspapers. This is followed by extravagantly laudatory
articles, resembling the publishers' 'blurb' on the dust
cover of a book, written by the candidate's supporters.
The articles have such attractive titles as: 6 A worthy
candidate*; 'An outstanding Soviet clinical physician';
* A keen surveyor of mountain deposits'. For two months
there is an opportunity for anyone to write publicly or
privately what he thinks about the candidate, undeterred
by any risk of a libel action, hvestiya comes out with a
leader: ' Unfortunately some scientific research organisa-
tions, when submitting the names of candidates to the
Academy of Sciences for the chemical section, propose
persons who are known not so much for their own scientific
work as for their participation in scientific-organisational
work'. In September the papers announce that the
Academy sessions have begun, thirty-six full members
are to be chosen from 224 candidates, and forty-two
corresponding members are to be chosen from 467 candi-
dates. The elections take place and the names of the
successful candidates are announced.
This may appear a somewhat bizarre procedure for
elections to a learned academy. But it seems to work very
well. Nearly all the Academicians are first-class scientists
or scholars, and the entrepreneur of science is not admitted
unless he has other claims to scientific status. In judging
the scientific merit of candidates the Academy is extremely
conservative, and the revolutionary in science cannot hope
to be elected until his views are so widely accepted as to be
no longer revolutionary. Politics plays a very minor part
in the election of Academicians. Here and there a man
has been elected to the Academy on political rather than
intellectual merit, notably the notorious* Academician
Lysenko (see Chapter 5); but these rare and egregious
exceptions do not seriously weaken the imposing intellectual
strength of the Academy.
The Academicians and corresponding members rot* the

